App Store
SKIT
ICHAD: LAUNCHING FORGIVENESS
ITEMS NEEDED:
Smart phones
CHARACTER BREAKDOWN:
1M/1F
CHARACTERS:
iChad - A TV host
Sam - His nerdy female co-host
Hip techno music plays as iChad and Sam enter.
ICHAD: Hey, guys, welcome to iChad, the most excellent show that brings you the
latest in technology. I’m your host iChad, and with me is my co-host, Sam.
SAM: Hey.
ICHAD: This week on iChad, we’re going to talk about one of the greatest, most
excellent, most classic game apps of all time.
SAM: That’s right, iChad. Today we’re talking about Angry Birds!
ICHAD: Angry Birds is totally bodacious. It’s a crazy game that combines puzzle solving
with classic physics, forming a never-ending series of challenges that expand the mind.
Wouldn’t you agree, Sam?
SAM: I just think it rocks.
ICHAD: Okay, point well taken. Angry Birds is the game where you help a group of birds
get even with the pigs that stole their eggs.
SAM: You put the bird in the sling, you pull back, you aim, and bam!
ICHAD: BAM!
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SAM: Bad piggies flying everywhere!
ICHAD: No, Angry Birds is just a game, and those bad piggies are just imaginary. So it’s
totally cool to smash down their houses of wood and glass to get your eggs back, but in
real life what do you do when people hurt you?
SAM: I hurl eggs at them!
ICHAD: You what?
SAM: Was that not the right answer?
ICHAD: Come on, Sam, what do you think Jesus would want us to do?
SAM: Ohhh, Jesus, right. See, I was thinking of my Grandpa Abraham. When people
made him mad, he threw eggs at them.
ICHAD: That’s not very nice.
SAM: Christmas day always got stinky, especially if Uncle Bart came home.
ICHAD: I’m sure it did. Revenge always seems like a good idea at the time, but in the
end, it’s always stinky. That’s why God wants us to forgive instead of seeking revenge.
SAM: When you forgive someone, you answer their meanness with kindness. You stop
the flow of badness, and you can introduce them to Jesus.
ICHAD: Sam, that was well put.
SAM: Thank you.
ICHAD: Look, we all know that we’re not perfect, and sometime this week, on purpose
or on accident, someone is going to do something to hurt you. When that happens,
don’t reach for the eggs.
SAM: Or the sling. Or the birds.
ICHAD: Reach out with forgiveness. Forgive that person, and show them love.
SAM: Because love is always greater than forgiveness.
ICHAD: That wraps us up for this week, gang. Until next time, this is Sam and iChad.
Good day, and have a pleasant tomorrow.
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